
English Law of Contract (JUR1260/5260)  
 

Guidance notes for answering exam of 5
th

 December 2007 
 

The following gives brief guidance notes summing up the principal points that ought to be 

addressed in student answers to the exam questions posed. Please note that the exam of 5
th

 

December 2007 was based on 6 hours being allowed to prepare answers; now only 4 hours are 

allowed, so this exam would not be expected to be answered in just 4 hours. 

 

 

Exam questions 
 

Question 1 

 

In June 2006, the Oslo city council decided to build a new town-hall. It also decided that a 

rare and expensive kind of stone – Larvikitt – was to cover the façade of the new hall. This 

kind of stone could only be procured by a single supplier – Larvikitt Ltd. – on the south-west 

coast of Norway near the city of Larvik. 

 

Subsequent to these decisions, the Oslo city council entered into a contract with an English 

company – Selma Contractors Ltd. – to build the new hall. The contract specified, amongst 

other things, that the new hall was to be completed by 1
st
 April 2008 and that Selma 

Contractors Ltd. was to procure all the materials needed to build the hall. The contract also 

specified that the contract, along with any disputes arising out of it, were to be governed by 

English law.  

 

Selma Contractors Ltd. then concluded a contract with Larvikitt Ltd. for the procurement of 

the necessary quantity of Larvikitt. According to this contract, Selma Contractors Ltd. was to 

take delivery of the Larvikitt from Larvikitt Ltd. in the port of Larvik – thus Larvikitt Ltd. 

would have no responsibility for the transportation of the Larvikitt from the port of Larvik to 

Oslo. The time of delivery of the Larvikitt was simply specified in the contract as follows: 

“Larvikitt Ltd. is to ensure that the necessary quantity of Larvikitt is made available to Selma 

Contractors Ltd. during the period July 15
th

 to September 30
th

 2007.” The contract also 

stipulated that the contract, and any disputes arising out of it, were to be governed by English 

law.  

 

For the purpose of bringing the Larvikitt from the port of Larvik to Oslo, Selma Contractors 

Ltd. concluded a contract with an English ship-owner. Under this contract, the ship-owner 

was to ship the Larvikitt from the port of Larvik to Oslo in three consecutive journeys by the 

ship-owner’s only vessel – The Marilyn. The three journeys were, according to the contract, 

to be completed on 1
st
 August, 15

th
 August and 1

st
 September 2007. The contract also 

stipulated that the contract, and any disputes arising out of it, were to be governed by English 

law. Moreover, according to the contract, Selma Contractors Ltd. was to pay the ship-owner 

20% of the contract price for shipping the Larvikitt, by 30
th

 May 2007. This sum was duly 

paid by the agreed date. 

 

On 23
rd

 June 2007, an oil tanker ran ashore just outside Larvik and spilled a huge amount of 

oil into the sea. The coastline in the vicinity was quickly covered with oil. On that same day, 

the environmental protection authorities banned all traffic at sea around the Larvik area for 
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three months. The reason for this ban was that any sea traffic would jeopardise the success of 

the restoration of the coast line. The authorities also banned production of Larvikitt by 

Larvikitt Ltd. but this latter ban was just for one month. 

 

The accident outside Larvik obviously influenced the work of Selma Contractors Ltd. on the 

new town-hall, although there was no ban on sea traffic at or in the vicinity of the port of 

Oslo. The Marilyn could not reach the port of Larvik to transport the Larvikitt to Oslo by the 

three agreed dates. On 26
th

 June 2007, the ship-owner informed Selma Contractors Ltd. that 

they regarded their contract with Selma Contractors Ltd. as frustrated. 

 

On 30
th

 June 2007, Larvikitt Ltd. also informed Selma Contractors Ltd. that they regarded 

their contract with Selma Contractors Ltd. as frustrated. Larvikitt Ltd. claimed that the one-

month ban on their production made it impossible for them to have the required quantity of 

Larvikitt available during the period stipulated in the contract. They did acknowledge, 

however, that it was possible to have the required quantity available from 1
st
 September, but 

that this would entail expenses far beyond the foreseen level. They had calculated that their 

total expenses would exceed the purchase price laid down in the contract with Selma 

Contractors Ltd. by more than 100%. Selma Contractors Ltd. replied that they would be 

considering other means of transporting the Larvikitt to Oslo and that Larvikitt Ltd. was still 

under an obligation to have the Larvikitt available at least on 1
st
 September. 

 

Selma Contractors Ltd. then determined that it would still be possible to finish the new town-

hall by 1
st
 April 2008, even though the Larvikitt was not delivered on the planned dates. 

Finishing the hall on time would require, however, an increase in Selma Contractors Ltd.’s 

costs of approximately 20%. Selma Contractors Ltd. held that their contract with Oslo city 

council was frustrated.  

 

Please answer the following sub-questions: 

 

1. Was the contract between Larvikitt Ltd. and Selma Contractors Ltd. frustrated?  

2. Was the contract between the ship-owner and Selma Contractors Ltd. frustrated? 

Provided that the contract was frustrated, what would be the consequences at common 

law of the frustration? (N.B. you do not need to discuss the consequences pursuant to 

the Law Reform (Frustrated Contracts) Act) 

3a. Was the contract between Selma Contractors Ltd. and the Oslo city council frustrated?  

 

Assume that in the contract between Selma Contractors Ltd. and the Oslo city council there 

was a force majeure clause with the following wording: 

 

 “Force Majeure 

 

A party is not liable for a failure to perform any of his obligations if he proves that the 

failure was due to an impediment beyond his control and that he could not reasonably 

be expected to have taken the impediment into account at the time of the conclusion of 

the contract or to have avoided or overcome it or its consequences. 

 

The exemption provided by this clause has effect for the period during which the 

impediment exists.” 
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3b. Give a short account of the consequences of the inclusion of the clause for resolving 

the issue of frustration, and on whether the final result would be different from that under 

question 3a above.  

 

Guidance for answers to sub-questions 
 

Sub-question 1: Answer is no. Fact that performance more onerous or costly than envisaged is 

not sufficient to frustrate contract: Davis Contractors v. Fareham (1956). Frustating event 

must either make performance impossible, illegal or pointless. One could mention dicta of 

Denning in The Eugenia suggesting that frustration could apply if it would be “positively 

unjust to hold the parties bound”. But note Treitel’s conclusion in Frustration and Force 

Majeure (2004), which is based on exhaustive analysis of cases, that English law does not 

operate with impracticability criterion. 

 

Sub-question 2: Answer to first part of sub-question is yes; i.e., contract between ship-owner 

and Selma Contractors Ltd. frustrated. Frustrating event made performance illegal: cf. e.g., 

Fibrosa Spalka Akeyjina v. Fairbairn Lawson Combe Barbour Ltd. (1943). Regarding second 

part of sub-question, consequence at common law is that contract terminated from when 

frustrating event occurs; obligations cease to exist from that point, but contract not treated as 

void ab initio. Liability for resulting losses under common law is traditionally that “loss 

should lie where it falls”. So if advance payments made prior to frustrating event, these could 

not be recovered. Rule slightly ameliorated in Fibrosa case – money recoverable if no 

consideration provided for it; if party who had received money provided some consideration, 

none of money recoverable. In this case, shipowner has not carried out any of their part of 

deal, but uncertain what expenses they have incurred in making ship available etc. But are 

those expenses relevant under Fibrosa decision? Are they some consideration for advance 

payment? If they are, they could be recovered. 

 

Sub-question 3a: Anwer is no, for same reasons as under sub-q. 1. 

 

Sub-question 3b: Frustration doctrine may be inapplicable if, inter alia, contract specifically 

provides for event concerned, or event was foreseeable. A force majeure clause will typically 

purport to provide for certain events and lay down what is to happen if these occur. If clause 

specified in this case did apply to the particular situation, it would absolve Selma of liability. 

Here, it is doubtful that event was foreseeable. Further, force majeure clause does not 

specifically provide for event concerned. Moreover, such a clause will usually not have effect 

if event causes frustration by making performance illegal. However, even if clause might not 

be sufficient to make frustration doctrine inapplicable, doctrine would not apply anyway, so 

final result will not be different from that under sub-q. 3a. 

 

 

Question 2 

 

Guenter Treitel, who is one of the leading experts in English law of contract, has 

characterized the decision of the Court of Appeal in Hong Kong Fir Shipping Co. Ltd. v. 

Kawasaki Ltd. (1962) as having “a fair claim to being the most important judicial contribution 

to English contract law in the past century”. Discuss the extent to which such a 

characterization is justified. In your discussion, assess also the benefits and problems raised 

by the Hong Kong Fir decision. 
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Guidance for answer 
 

A good answer would conclude that characterization is defensible though also draw attention 

to fact that some other decisions in field also would be deserving of such characterization – 

e.g., High Trees; Roffey v. Williams. A good answer would put Hong Kong Fir decision in 

historical perspective – i.e., noting previous rigid classification of terms as either conditions 

or warranties, and fact that decision introduced third category of term (innominate). A good 

answer would then note benefits of decision in terms of introducing greater flexibility to law 

and, arguably, greater capability to do justice due to its focus on particular facts of each case. 

At same time, it would note problematic effect of decision insofar as it has created more 

potential for uncertainty – particularly for commercial actors. A good answer would also note 

that, in order to counter that uncertainty, courts have subsequently been inclined to hold that 

certain terms used by commercial actors in a particular market will be conditions no matter 

the consequences of breach, and refer here to, e.g., The Mihalis Angelos (1970), Bunge Corp. 

v. Tradax Export SA (1981) and The Naxos (1990). A good answer would also note that, 

despite latter cases, Hong Kong Fir approach is not dead, and refer for support to cases such 

as The Hansa Nord (1975). However, it would seem that Hong Kong Fir approach does not 

apply in case of unilateral contracts: see, e.g., United Dominions Trust (Commercial) Ltd. v. 

Eagle Aircraft Services Ltd. (1968). 

 

 

Question 3 

 

Bruce has an old car which he decides to sell. On Sunday, he parks the car on the lawn in 

front of his home and fastens to the car window the following sign: “For sale. Very good 

condition. Only one owner. £1,000 or nearest offer. Telephone 692362. First serious offer will 

be accepted.” Early on Monday morning, Bruce has to depart for France on a business trip 

and does not return to his home in England until Tuesday evening. The only person left in his 

house during the time he is away in France is his nephew, Michael, who is 20 years old and 

unemployed. Michael has been staying with Bruce for the past month. During the last three 

weeks, Bruce has become irritated about Michael and has complained to him that he is lazy 

and has too much time on his hands. On Sunday evening, just before he is about to leave on 

his business trip, Bruce says to Michael: “You could make yourself useful if you helped get 

the car ready for sale.” On Monday afternoon, Michael spends 4 hours polishing the car and 

repairing scratched paintwork on its panels.  

 

At 10a.m. on Tuesday, Kevin walks past Bruce’s home and sees the sign in the car window. 

He uses his mobile phone to ring Bruce and make an offer of £900 for the car. Bruce replies: 

“I will consider your deal with great interest”. Kevin then says to Bruce: “I will assume that 

you have accepted the offer unless you ring me back by 6 this evening”. Bruce replies: “That 

sounds reasonable”. 

 

At 11a.m. on the same day, Candida walks past Bruce’s home and sees the sign in the car 

window. She too is interested in buying the car. As she does not have a phone with her, she 

knocks on the front door of Bruce’s home. The door is opened by Michael. Candida says to 

Michael that she would like to buy the car and writes out quickly a note addressed to Bruce in 

the following terms: “I want to buy your car at the asking price. Please see cheque. My 

contact number is 946345. Candida Brimnes”. She then writes out a cheque for £1000 which 
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she attaches to the note. Michael takes the note and cheque to Bruce’s bedroom and places 

these on the bedside table. 

 

By 4p.m. on the same day, Bruce is at the airport in France getting ready for his flight back to 

England. He decides to accept the offer by Kevin and he tries to call Kevin. Unfortunately, 

however, the battery for his mobile phone has gone flat and he is unable to find a functioning 

public telephone at the airport. He is, however, able to access the Internet from a computer 

terminal at the airport, and, using Google, he is able to find Kevin’s homepage and email 

address. Bruce then sends a short email to Kevin stating: “I agree to your deal. Can you pay in 

cash?”. At 6.30p.m., Bruce arrives back home, and sees the note and cheque from Candida. 

He then telephones Kevin immediately and leaves the following message on Kevin’s 

answering machine: “Ignore the email I sent you – the deal is off”. 

 

Advise Bruce, Kevin and Candida as to their respective legal positions under English law of 

contract. Advise also Michael as to whether Bruce is under a contractual obligation to pay 

him for the work he carried out on the car. 

 

Guidance for answer 
 

First issue: is windscreen notice offer or invitation to treat? Possible to argue either way, 

though the notice is more likely to be regarded by court as invitation, not offer. Refer here to 

Fisher v. Bell but discuss whether that case can be distinguished from facts of present case. 

Even though the notice is more likely to be regarded as invitation to treat, a good answer will 

treat the subsequent issues assuming that either proposition is valid.  

 

Assuming windscreen notice = invitation to treat 

1. Bruce vs. Kevin: K clearly makes offer; question is whether B has accepted. B’s initial 

response (“I will consider …”) is clearly not acceptance. Uncertain whether his second 

response (“That sounds reasonable”) is acceptance. Is it simply an agreement to K’s 

suggestion as to what will constitute valid acceptance of K’s offer rather than acceptance of 

that offer as such? Arguably this is more plausible interpretation. If, however, B’s response 

here is acceptance of K’s offer to buy, when does acceptance take legal effect? Probably 

safest to conclude that it will only take effect from 6pm. This means that B is free to withdraw 

or modify his acceptance (if any) up until then. Does his email with question about cash 

payment constitute acceptance? It could be argued that the question is simply a clarifying 

specification of payment method and not introducing new element for negotiation, but better 

view is probably that the email cannot be regarded as unqualified acceptance – the question 

introduces new element for negotiation and agreement. In such a case, the email constitutes 

counter-offer needing acceptance by K. As K has not communicated acceptance of counter-

offer by time B rings to call off deal, no contract has arisen between the two. 

 

2. Bruce vs. Candida: C clearly makes offer; question is when offer is communicated to and 

accepted by B. It would seem that B is mentally willing to accept offer when he rings K to 

call off deal with K but there is no evidence that he has communicated acceptance to C, so as 

facts stand, there is still no contract between B and C. 

 

Assuming windscreen notice = offer 

1. Bruce vs. Kevin: End result no different from when point of departure is that windscreen 

notice is invitation to treat. K’s initial phone call is not acceptance but counter-offer. So 

subsequent discussion of legal position of the two is same as above.  
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2. Bruce vs. Candida: C clearly accepts offer; question is when acceptance is effective: at time 

when it is received by Michael (receipt argument) or when B sees note and cheque 

(comprehension argument)? In support of receipt argument it could be claimed that (i) M is 

B’s agent, and (ii) B’s windscreen notice does not require face to face communication of 

acceptance. However, it is doubtful that M has authority to act as B’s agent and windscreen 

notice could be construed as requiring communication of acceptance by telephone only. Better 

view is that comprehension argument applies (Entores v. Miles Far East Corp). C’s 

acceptance only takes effect at 6.30pm and from that time a contract arises between B and C. 

 

Final relationship is Bruce vs. Michael. Discussion of this is independent of purported sale of 

car. Question is whether M can claim remuneration from B for time spent polishing car. 

Answer is probably no. Firstly, B and M are related as uncle and nephew so there is rebuttable 

presumption of lack of intention to create legal relations: Balfour v. Balfour (1919). Unlikely 

that presumption could be rebutted in this case. Secondly, M’s claim for remuneration is 

undermined by rule that “consideration must not be past”: Roscorla v. Thomas (1842). 

Doubtful that the exception to that rule manifested by line of authority stemming from 

Lampleigh v. Braithwaite (1615) is applicable here. Although B’s statement “You could make 

yourself useful if you helped get the car ready for sale” arguably implies request to do some 

sort of work on car, it is probably too vague to imply expectation that M’s services were to be 

remunerated. 


